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SUMMARY

G.P. Marsh wrote his monumental _Man and Nature_ (1864) almost entirely in Italy, where he drew heavily from Italian insights and Italian landscapes. While warning about the human propensity to degrade nature, he also maintained hope in the human ability to restore nature. In Italy, as in the United States, Marsh’s writings helped stimulate discussion leading to major new land-use policies; generally preservationist measures in the U.S. and restorationist measures in Italy. The novelty and urgency of Marsh’s messages depended upon contrasting Old and New World traditions of land management.

In the mid-nineteenth century, ‘Man’ and ‘Nature’ proved very stylish as ways for entitling monographs. In 1853 for example, Friedrich Körner published at Leipzig his _Man and Nature_. Paolo Carucci in Naples produced _The Struggle of Man and Nature_. With slight modification, Guyot, Dawson, and Maury opted for _The Earth and Man_. But Reclus insisted on _The Earth and Men_, while Hellwald avoided the gender issue with _The Earth and its People_. George Perkins Marsh, shying from these complications, finally settled on the more basic _Man and Nature_. Yet Marsh’s work was destined to be different. As the only American in the whole group, the ‘nature’ that he knew and wrote about was distinct from the nature discussed by his European colleagues.

On various diplomatic assignments beginning in the 1850s, Marsh travelled throughout Europe and the Mediterranean, serving as U.S. ambassador to Turkey, and then to Italy. On one return visit to his native New England, he explained to an American audience that ‘to our eye, accustomed to the verdant and ever-youthful luxuriance of the primitive forest, the very earth of Europe seems decrepit and hoary’. His early life in Vermont coupled with his travels in the Old World provided the contrast enabling him to observe, as stated in the
book’s subtitle, that physical geography was indeed modified by human action. His revolutionary message warned that small human effects when combined over time often resulted in profound and dangerous changes to the earth’s natural systems. The cutting of forests disturbed streamflow; the cultivating of fields exposed erodible soils. As field fertility drained out, harbours silted up, fish died, villages flooded. Such modifications jeopardised humanity’s long-term survival.

But Marsh maintained hope. In the very first sentence of his magnum opus, Marsh clarified that his message included ‘the possibility and the importance of
the restoration of disturbed harmonies ...’ The floods and landslides, and soil erosion that resulted from logging or over-grazing, could be prevented by restoring natural conditions. Most forests could be rebuilt, watersheds healed, sand-dunes stabilised. Appropriate techniques combined with conscientious stewardship would allow previous natural abundance and prosperity to rise again. Humans, he believed, can ‘become a co-worker with nature in the reconstruction of the damaged fabric which the negligence or the wantonness of former lodgers has rendered untenantable’.3

Just as Marsh’s European travels convinced him of the destructive human changes in landscapes, his years abroad also allowed him to grasp this hope of environmental restoration. While living in Italy from 1861 for the last twenty-one years of his life, Marsh refined his message about the human ability to restore depleted lands, while communicating this message with greater urgency. Italians and Italian landscapes would be instrumental in helping Marsh to learn about restoration.

MARSH’S OBSERVATIONS IN ITALY

Marsh had toured the Italian peninsula on three separate occasions, years before settling into his U.S. ambassadorship at Turin, Italy’s first capital where he wrote most of Man and Nature. Describing these travels he emphasised that, unlike England, for example, continental Europe and especially Italy displayed a ‘climate, a soil, and a class of industrial pursuits quite different’ from those of the American experience. This heightened contrast, Marsh believed, and ‘whatever there is of good or bad in all this novelty ... impresses you much more powerfully, and you are more likely to derive instruction from such observation.’ Thus, the mountainous lands of northwestern Italy, Marsh explained, unlike their North American counterparts, are often more rugged, while the surrounding plains are more flat. These plains, he continued, lie mostly at sea-level and owe their formation to the erosive forces of ‘torrents, which after the Apennines were bared of their forests, gradually washed down the vegetable soil’ and accumulated in estuaries. Often, diked riverbeds lay slightly above the surrounding plains, increasing the likelihood of periodic, widespread flooding.

When travelling to the northern alpine regions, Marsh again remarked on the Italian contrasts with American counterparts; he called attention to the instruction offered here, as shown by the clever methods of terracing, transporting soil, or drying hay, for example. But perhaps the most striking feature for Marsh was ‘the absence of anything which corresponds with an American’s idea of a forest.’ The Italian forests were thinner and scarcer, and intensively managed. Indeed, the Italian focus on rejuvenating and restoring the forest also contrasted sharply with the American tradition. He emphasised that, in Italy, much attention is paid ‘by governments and individual proprietors, to the renewal and preservation of the forests’.4
In 1864, reviews of *Man and Nature* appeared in several American and European periodicals, including Italian. A reviewer for the *Gazzetta Ufficiale*, one of Italy’s main newspapers, after reiterating Marsh’s warnings about unrestrained resource consumption, agreed that recent destructive flooding in the nearby Alps had been due to deforestation. ‘Our wise author’, the reviewer explained ‘recognises the necessity of large-scale efforts for reversing the disorder caused by earlier generations’, and has shown why ‘everyone is talking about the need for reforestation’. *L’Indipendenza Italiana* likewise welcomed Marsh’s contribution, while commenting that his attention to ‘man’s reparative actions’ composed an important section of the book. Italians, in the midst of severe depletion of their forests, soils and rivers, well recognised the need for restoration, and for devising effective restorative techniques. In many ways, Marsh had simply reported a message all too obvious to his hosts.

Marsh’s move to Italy allowed him to observe Italian land management and to discuss the challenges of restoration with some of the day’s leading resource experts. Thus, the ubiquitous agricultural terraces that stepped up and down the peninsula’s steep terrain, accumulated by the labour of centuries, enhanced crop production while regulating destructive floods. Sophisticated irrigation methods and canals had long been central to Piedmont and Lombardy, where abundant meltwater flowed from nearby snowy elevations. And the restorative technique called ‘colmate’, which renewed farmlands by the gradual accumulation of flood detritus in swampy fields, had shown special success in seventeenth-century Tuscany; Marsh applauded this technique, describing it as an ‘instance where a soil, which man has once used, abused, exhausted, and at last abandoned, has been restored to his dominion’.

Comfortable with a dozen languages, Marsh read widely about the ideas of land managers from across Europe. Yet he held special praise for Italian contributions. He declared the river engineer Lombardini as ‘the highest authority on the subject;’ Claudio Calandra’s treatise on irrigation law as ‘among the most recent and most comprehensive’ to be found; and Francesco Mengotti’s description of soil stabilisation as the most convincing of its kind. A thick volume on ‘forest archaeology’, which appeared a year before *Man and Nature*, may have been one of Marsh’s favourites: Alfred Di Berenger, the director of the Vallombrosa forestry school, had written, in Marsh’s words, the ‘most learned work ever published on the social history of the forest’. Glancing for a moment through Marsh’s recommended reading list, we can begin clarifying the early view of restoration, while discovering how Marsh reached his own conclusions.

Di Berenger, for example, had outlined a basic distinction between so-called ‘artificial and natural forests’. In fact, forestry texts throughout the nineteenth century often utilised this two-part distinction, which depended on the human role in forest management. Humans created ‘artificial’ forests by clearing, seeding and planting; ‘natural’ forests, on the other hand, grew spontaneously, serving as reserves while allowing for reproduction and growth. Yet human
FIGURE 2 Landscape changes in Grosseto (Tuscany), 300 to 1836. From A. Salvagnoli-Marchetti, *Memorie Economico-Statistiche sulle Maremme Toscane* (Florence: Felice Le Monnier, 1846). This fine print lists the snapshots as dating from 300, 1450, 1500, 1573, and 1836. (University of Vermont)

intervention in the forest could take many forms between these two types of management. Di Berenger thus distinguished ‘artificial rejuvenation’ from ‘natural rejuvenation’ of forests; in the former case, he explained, people planted seeds and seedlings in a forests’ open spaces; in the latter case, people simply dug furrows in clearings for catching forest seeds, or they removed foliage near existing seedlings. Di Berenger thereby showed that the human role in restoring a forest could span from active to passive. Some types of restoration required more active human roles.

The hydrologist, Mengotti, may provide greater insight into early restorative practices when he describes methods for revegetating barren hillsides. Published in 1816, Mengotti’s best-known work includes a chapter entitled the ‘imitation of nature’ which, in Marsh’s copy of the book, is filled with pencil marks and sidenotes. Here, Mengotti describes how humans can encourage the slow replacement of small plants by shrubs in order to develop a quiltwork of roots and runners that will hold the earth. He then explains that steeper terrain must often be stabilised by rock walls, or check dams, in order to accumulate dirt to form level areas that allow root formation and plant growth; nature will do the rest.
Thus Mengotti suggested that imitating nature required attention to both the vegetation and the ground, to both the living and the non-living elements. Techniques were required of both agriculture and engineering. Restoration was therefore more than forestry. Indeed, much of Italy’s nineteenth-century struggle to control alpine torrents, by replanting hillsides and building check-dams, included government teams composed of both foresters and engineers.11 These teams had discovered that the attention to connections between multiple natural elements brought better results.

In addition to the terms for restoration used by di Berenger or Mengotti, such as ‘artificial forests’ or ‘imitating nature’, another related word pervaded the works cited by Marsh. Across the Italian peninsula, ‘bonifica’ had become any beneficial project of land management. At least since the seventeenth century, by ‘making better’, bonifica denoted practices that improved landscapes, whether by increasing agricultural productivity, stabilising erodible hillsides, or draining malaria-prone swamps. Agriculturalists, hydrologists, and foresters highlighted the importance of bonifica (sometimes called buonifica) in their treatises on farming, irrigation, swamp reclamation, and reforestation. The draining of the Pontine marshes near Rome, the building of the Cavour Canal in Piedmont, the planting of black locust in the fallow fields of Lombardy, all represented projects of bonifica.12 Scientific and agricultural societies, in their journals and their libraries, dedicated great efforts to these various forms of land improvement. Much of Marsh’s hope for the human ability to reverse land degradation stemmed from his reading of these treatises on bonifica, and from inspecting the associated management projects.

But ‘improvement’ (the best translation of bonifica) relied on defining optimal natural conditions for humans, and Marsh remained ambivalent about such improvement schemes. In some cases he applauded human creations, such as pastoral fields or reclaimed swamps; elsewhere he recognised the degradation of soils and streams that resulted from human efforts to refashion nature.13 Instead, he put more confidence into restoration, at least in name. ‘We have now felled forest enough’, Marsh implored, ‘let us restore this one element of material life to its normal proportions’.14 For Marsh, restored landscapes might become as beautiful and productive as they had been in their former, pre-degraded condition.

Indeed, ‘restoration’, itself, was the other term pervading the literature and vocabulary of land managers. The replacement of previous conditions, the return to an earlier and often romantic natural state, had been the goal of land managers almost as often as bonifica. For example in Turin there appeared an 1833 text on ‘theoretical and practical’ forestry which explained that good land management sought to ‘restore’ hardwoods; the author listed the resulting benefits in productivity and stability, for both forests and people.15 While other land managers preferred the words reforestation, renovation, or restabilisation, vastly different outcomes in the land, however, might result by following one label rather than
another. But Marsh often chose restoration. His historic view placed the nineteenth-century Italian landscape on a continuum that stretched from the Romans forward. For many lands that he witnessed, he recommended a step back in time to an earlier state: a restoration of disturbed harmonies.

But his writings usually do not reflect the complexity of determining previous conditions, nor of deciding which objects or set of objects should be restored, nor of selecting from the several motives for restoration. One could restore a species, a forest, or a whole watershed. And one could restore these elements in order to prevent flooding and to provide wood for burning, or to enhance aesthetic appeal, or even to create employment and to satisfy political motives. When advocates like Marsh called for the restoration of nature, they opened a new array of difficult, subjective, and sometimes unanswerable questions. Marsh’s only certain answer was that restoration had limits. As a goal, restoration provided hope while producing action, but completely restored nature was rarely achieved. Whole regions of the earth, he concluded, ‘are now too far deteriorated to be reclaimable by man’. Restoring these lands would require either ‘great geological changes, or mysterious influences ... of which we have no present knowledge’.

THE ITALIAN RESPONSE TO *MAN AND NATURE*

In a unifying Italy, Marsh followed his diplomatic post from Turin to Florence and to Rome, and he produced in each city a different edition of his master work. In these editions of 1864, 1870 and 1885, respectively, the number of Italian citations multiplied, reflecting his greater awareness of Italian resource issues. His Florence edition, moreover, appeared initially in the Italian translation. As a result, Marsh’s synthesis began to reach a receptive Italian public who read his statement about restoration. Just as *Man and Nature* would be widely consulted by American land-use experts, by 1870, so too did Italian land managers and land policy-makers read its pages.

The Florence edition expanded the original by 95 pages, added new notes, and rearranged the presentation of arguments. Marsh especially reworked the key chapters on ‘forests’ and ‘waters’, while strategically pushing his comments on restoration to the close of these chapters. Thus, after illustrating destructive human changes in streams or woods, he then offered examples whereby human efforts had partially restored these systems. Importantly, Marsh added a short new preface advising the reader to consult Elisée Reclus’ complementary work, *La Terre* (1869). Marsh emphasised that Reclus could offer greater hope with his focus on the ‘conservative and restorative, rather than the destructive effects of human industry’. In the Florence edition, after several more years of observing and learning in Italy, George Marsh had therefore become an even stronger advocate of restoration.
This new edition relied increasingly on numerous Italian titles that, together, would eventually compose a seventh of his own thirteen-thousand volume library. Thus, he both cites and recommends Siemoni’s recent forestry manual, or Pareto’s summary on Italian bonifica, or Doni’s contribution about the forests’ regulation of rivers. In many respects, Marsh’s second edition serves to measure the advances in Italian forest and hydraulic sciences during the late 1860s; his Rome edition, in turn, measures similar advances in the 1870s.

Historian Nelson Gay claimed that Marsh ‘understood Italy better than any foreigner of his day.’ In fact biographer Lowenthal asserted that the naming of Marsh’s Italian acquaintances would ‘sound like a role-call of the risorgimento’. Many of these personalities shared Marsh’s interest in land management. His frequent correspondents and friends such as Luigi Torelli, Quintino Sella, or Bettino Ricasoli, all major figures in Italian politics, had written articles on stream, forest, and farm management. They read his writings with as much interest as he read theirs: when Ricasoli sent Marsh a handful of publications on Tuscany’s coastal bonifica, Marsh sent back a copy of his own book. Marsh also donated copies to several institutions, such as the Agricultural Academy in Turin; four more copies were purchased for the Italian Alpine Club. Within a few years, land experts throughout Italy cited Marsh in their own pages: a partial list would include Siemoni, Bombicci, Calandra, Savastano, and Bandi. As late as 1913, Geologist Michele Gortani still called on Marsh for upholding arguments about the forests’ effect on streamflow. Many of these experts wrote popular texts, or held prestigious university and government positions. With this wide reading, Man and Nature soon began altering Italian land-use policy. A brief foray into the development of Italy’s first major forestry law will illustrate Marsh’s important role in the enactment of this law. Not surprisingly, restoration lay at the core of this new law.

ITALY’S FOREST LAW OF 1877

After political unification in 1870, Italy faced the unification of its legal system, which included myriads of regional land-use laws, each dictating different ways to govern the forests and the waters. The Italian land ethic had long focused on restoration, as reflected by practices for rehabilitating infertile fields or by policies for rejuvenating impoverished forests. But such efforts varied greatly from place to place in the peninsula. The important 1877 forest law became the first major attempt at converting that ethic into national policy. Not only did l’Uomo e la Natura help determine the final form of this law, but Marsh found himself in the midst of the debates for its creation.

For example, in some of the first conventions for establishing a national forest law, Professor Balestrieri of the renown Georgofili Institute, justified the need for a forestry law by citing Marsh. At Rome in the years just before the enactment of the 1877 forest law, Marsh frequently discussed forestry with
Italian senators; during the parliamentary debates leading to this law, one senator recounted Marsh’s dissatisfaction with Italy’s slow response to enact a unified forestry law. In fact, Marsh, along with another scientist, Angelo Messadaglia, were the two most often cited experts for supporting proposed clauses in the law. Yet, a close reading of Messadaglia’s work of 1864 shows that he not only cites and paraphrases a large portion of *Man and Nature*, but he also utilises most of the same references. It seems likely, then, that Messadaglia, who was fluent in English, can be considered Marsh’s *de facto* translator from 1864 until 1870, when Marsh’s Italian edition appeared. Thus, in choosing the most influential person behind Italy’s first major legislation on land management, we would settle on Marsh. Unlike another major forest law which he helped inspire, the U.S. Forest Reserve Act of 1891, Marsh lived to see Italy’s 1877 law. While the American law was designed primarily to preserve forests, the Italian law was designed to restore them. Maybe Italians read Marsh’s book more carefully.

Culminating nearly a decade of parliamentary discussion, the 1877 law focused on several topics of forest management, such as defining the forests subject to regulation, designating user-priority, nominating forest managers, and describing penalties. The most influential clause for policy, though, centred on reforestation. In those barren areas subject to landslides, or floods, or avalanches, the law required conscientious programmes of forest renewal: if land owners did not themselves begin replanting their denuded lands, then locally organised provincial forest commissions could confiscate this land and replant it for them. Because of the local character of such commissions, the government’s purpose was not to expropriate private land, but to insure that it was restored to a former stable and productive condition. Restoration, therefore, ranked high in the minds of these early Italian law-makers.

To summarise in epilogue, the results of this first law showed few successes during the next few years. According to contemporary critiques, the 1877 law’s primary fault was that it provided almost no mechanism to pay for projects of replanting. Streams still flooded and many hillsides remained as barren and desolate as ever. And so another law, passed in 1888, specifically entitled the ‘reforestation law’, provided financial contributions from regional and central governments. This last land restoration law, so sophisticated in design and intention, led forest expert Bernard Fernow, to label it as ‘one of the best laws of its kind in existence anywhere’. Of places to learn about the ways of restoration, Italy remained at the forefront.

WHY MARSH AND NOT SOMEONE ELSE?

An important question lingers, though, about George Perkins Marsh. If, as I have suggested, Marsh played a key role in sensitising Italian society to the promise of restoration, and much of his own understanding about restoration originated in Italy, why did Italians depend on Marsh to learn about this promise? After all,
Italy’s own masters such as Mengotti, or di Berenger, or Calandra, or a host of other experts, had furnished the ingredients for Marsh’s writings on restorative land-use.

As one answer, perhaps Marsh had simply read more widely than his Italian colleagues, and had reached a greater synthesis. Or perhaps he used his political position to convince key Italian leaders about the importance of resource restoration, while passing on this message in the most prestigious academies where he was a member, as well as making frequent visits to the forestry school in Vallombrosa, for example, where he donated seeds of a species of California pine, or where he showed the forestry professors recent American forestry articles, and then saw these reprinted in their professional journals.34 Or perhaps Marsh’s wide influence stemmed from his expansive personality. I think these are all reasons why Marsh, rather than his Italian colleagues, could best communicate to the Italians themselves the need for restoration. But an even greater explanation lies in his American background.

In correspondence with a close friend, Marsh once professed, ‘I have such a passion for the nature of Italy...’35 Yet he also had a passion for the nature of North America. Although he never again returned to the United States during those last twenty-one years, he still collected books about his country, about New England, Yellowstone and the American West. For the U.S. Congress, he prepared his essay about the best ways to implement irrigation in the western arid regions. And after a description in *Man and Nature* of the gorgeous autumn colours of the Alps, he qualified in a later edition that New England’s October landscape, however, radiated an even ‘softer and more harmonious tone than marks the humble shrubbery’ of those alpine hillsides.36 As a product of the American countryside, and as witness in his young adulthood of its transformation by intensive farming and logging, he viewed the Italian countryside from a perspective that Italians could not recognise. He saw everywhere restoration. Land management to Italians meant restorative management to Marsh. He showed that while the New World must seek ways to preserve resources, the Old World must seek ways to restore them. This contrast was the power behind Marsh’s thesis. Italians who read Marsh understood that two choices existed for managing lands, but that they could only choose one: restoration.

In reviewing Lowenthal’s admirable biography of Marsh, historian Herbert Hill grumbled that ‘too much had to be treated too briefly.’ And I admit that more could be written about the polymath who wrote an American view of those stylish words, ‘Man’ and ‘Nature.’ We may want to look again at the book described as the ‘first great work of synthesis’ in such fields as geography, anthropology, and ecology; as ‘the most remarkable statement of the human impact on nature that was published in the nineteenth century;’ and most commonly as, ‘the fountainhead of the conservation movement’.37 If *Man and Nature* also be labelled the fountainhead of the restoration movement, then much of its source flowed from Italy.
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